
Critiquing Effectively 

Ground rules: 

 

1. Don't be mean or sarcastic. Offer constructive criticism. Yes, sometimes you will see work that looks like the person spent 

perhaps 5 minutes on it. There will almost always be something about it to comment on, even if there's nothing you like about 

it. 

2. Don't be too nice. Glossing over all of the faults of a piece and dwelling on its best parts only is not constructive. It's ego-

building, but does not help the designer get better or the work to improve.  

 

When presented with a work to critique, you'll probably have an immediate reaction. Note it, but don't immediately post it. Take a few 

seconds extra to look at the work to evaluate it and your reaction to it. 

1. Look at it as your intended audience would look at it. 

2. Now helpfully critique it. If you wish to give helpful feedback, you should: 

1. Start with something positive. Be sure to comment on what is working. There is always something good that can be 

pointed out, even if a piece needs a lot of work. 

2. Try to mention: 

1. a creative idea  

2. an effective choice of colors  

3. the beginnings of a strong design  

4. a good understanding of the course material 

5. Be honest. Remember that you are trying to help each other improve. 

3. Be tactful. Phrase your feedback with the creator’s feelings in mind. 

4. Be specific. Words like good, weak or interesting are very general. The artist should be given enough information to 

know which areas (Foreground? Upper right hand corner?) and aspects (Composition? Color choice? Subject 

matter?) you are talking about. Explain with details and examples what is good, weak or interesting to you. 

5. Critique the work, not the creator. A single piece doesn’t reflect the creator’s overall ability. Make comments that 

focus on how the piece is working or can be improved. 

6. Prioritize and limit feedback. If you find many areas that need improvement, sometimes it helps to break down your 

feedback into a list of “big things” and a list of “little things”. Consider choosing 2 or 3 of the “big things” to focus 

on for your feedback. 

  

Making Suggestions in a Tactful Way 

1. Speak from your own perspective. If you are stating facts about how the piece is working visually, it’s okay to be direct (e.g. 

The use of overlapping shapes creates depth, or The high contrast in this area makes it the focal point.) Acknowledge that 

there may be reactions to the artwork by using phrases like “My reaction to this is or I found this to be” rather than “This 

design IS...” 

2. Ask questions; avoid judgment. 

3. A) Ask the creator about choices they have made. For example: 

1. I’m wondering why you put her face in the center of the design. To me it feels static. Is that the effect you wanted? 

VERSUS 

2. Your design is boring because the face is centered. <-- NOT a good, constructive comment. 

3. Questions allow the artist to explain his/her intentions and are more supportive than evaluative comments. 

4. B) Ask the creator to consider other possibilities. For example: 

1. I wonder how ___________ would change it?  

2. Do you think a ___________ would make it more ____________?  

3. Questions allow the artist to consider your suggestions without seeing them as demands or the only solution? 

5. Some useful phrases for making suggestions: 

1. You might want to consider...  

2. You may want to try...  

3. What to do think about (suggestion)?  

4. What if you (suggestion) 
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